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A New Proof of Pick's Theorem* 
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Pick 's theore m s tat es that , if/is a univalent analytic function on the open unit di s k withf (O)= O 

andf'(O)=l, and Ifl~M, then 1f"~O)I~2(1_~). A new proof of th is result is given, a nd a 

comparison with the usual proof is made. 
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Let !F denote the collection of all univalent analytic functions j:6.(0; 1) ~ q: with f(O) = 0 
and f' (0) = 1. Such functions have power series expansions of the form 

Bieberbach's famous theorem states that 1 a21 :s;: 2 for all f E !F, with equality holding only for the 

function s gf3 (z) = ( Zf3) 2' f3 real. The theore m that will interest us here is as follows: 
l+e' Z 

THEOREM (Pick, [2]) I: IffE!F and 1 fl :s;: M,then 1 a21 :s;: 2 (1-~). 
The usual proof consists of an application of Bie berbach 's theorem to the functions 

ff3(z) 
f(z) 

f3 real. (See, for instance, [1], p. 224, ex. 4.) We offer the following proof whic h, although it also uses 
Bieberbach's result, is considerably different. 

PROOF: Let cP (z) J~ . Then cP sends the open unit disk into itself. Let cP 1= cP and inductively 
1 a? 

define cPn=cP OcPlI - t. If cPll(Z)=An,1 z+AIl,z Z2+ . .. ,it is clear that A"'=M' A I ,2= M' 
AII ,I = A", AIl - I,t, and A II ,2 = AI ,I A n- I,2 + A I,2 A;' _1.1' It follows that An,1 = A;'., and 

A II ,2 =A I ,zA :' ,-; 1 (l +A 1 , 1 +ALI + . . +A :',-;1). 

Now cPli/A 11 , 1 E!F for each n, so Bieberbach's theorem implies that IA" ,2/A" ,11 :s;: 2, or 

Consider two cases: 

(l)A " I= l (that is, M=l). Then IA I,2I n :S;:2 for all n , soA "z=O and az=O. Thus la21 

:s;: 2 (1-~ ) trivially. 
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1 
(2)A t,t<1 (that is, M>l). Then, letting n~oo, we get IAt,2IAt.tl1_Att,;;;2, so la21 

,;;; 2( 1- ~). Since the case M < 1 cannot occur (as is seen by applying Schwarz's lemma to jiM), 

the proof is com plete. 
REMARK: The two proofs are related in the following fashion. Suppose that M > 1 and that 

equality holds in Pick's theorem, that is, a2=-2(1- ~}eil'u, {3o real. Then AII ,2IAII,!~- 2e ifJo . 

Now it is a consequence of the Koebe distortion theorem and Hurwitz's theorem that g; is compact 
for the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of ~(O;l). So any convergent sub
sequence of {<p lilA lI ,t} must converge to a function in g; with second coefficient - 2e ifJo , and hence 

1 
must converge to gfJo' It follows that <pillA",! ~gfJo' But then gfJo o <p=lim (<Pli O cp)IAII ,t = M lim 

1 
<P1I +t/AII+ t,t = MgfJO' So gfJo=M(gfJo 0 cp) = ffJo' Thus, we have shown that, if M> 1 and equality 

occurs in Pick's theorem , the sequence {<PnIAII ,d converges to j~o for some {3o. And we have 
shown that, for equality to occur, the function j must satisfy /rio = gfJo for some {3o (this is also 
true for M = 1, for then fez) = z by Schwarz's lemma and jfJ= gfJ for all {3). This condition turns 
out to be sufficient also, so equality holds in Pick's theorem only for the functions 
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